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NOZZLE FLOW IN LOW POWER
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A numerical model for the investigation of the fow field In a low power
electrothermal arcjet employing hydrazine as a propellant is presented. The model is

based on the axisymmetric, laminar, complete Navier-Stokes equations, thus including
both heat conduction and viscous effects. Electromagnetic effects are simply modeled

through a heat source term in the energy equaton to take into account the ohmic

beating due to the eictric arc; no field equation for the electric potential Is solved.

The gas mixture deriving from hydrazine decomposition is assumed to be in

thermodynamic but chemical equilibrium. The governing equations are solved by
MacCormack's explicit technique. Computed results compare favourably with

experimental data from CENTROSPAZIO MOD-A low power arcJet operating with

simulated hydrazine.

Nomenclature
U o  reference velocity

C mean molecular velocity x, r cylindrical coordinates
D diffusion coefficient y molar fraction
e internal energy Eo  vacuum electric permissivity
E electric field y specific heats ratio
H molar enthalpy p viscosity coefficient
j electric current density p gas density
k thermal conductivity coefficient a electrical conductivity coefficient
kg Boltzmann constant
10 reference length
t mean free path Introduction
M0  reference Mach number
M molecular weight Research activities aimed at the improvement of the
m particle mass basic understanding and technological development of
n number density arcjet thrusters carried out over the last two decades have

p gas pressure mostly relied on experiments. Only recently, with the

Pr reference Prandtl number rapid increase of computer power and the improvement of

Q ohmic heating source term numerical techniques, more significant attempts to model

Re reference Reynolds number the physical processes in an arcjet have been made.
These simulation techniques may represent a very
efficient and flexible tool to investigate the effects of

T gas temperature several parameters on thruster performance, to facilitate
u, v axial and radial velocity components the interpretation of experimental results and to guide the

design of new devices.
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techniques 5 , and finally to two- or three-dimensional, energy equation is not considered; furthermore, such
axisymmetric, full Navier-Stokes models, incorporating effects as ambipolar diffusion, collisional energy transfer
the contributions of many of the electromagnetic and and radiation losses are neglected since, as a first
chemical processes like ohmic heating, radiation losses, approximation, their contribution is assumed to be small
as well as dissociation and ionization non-equilibrium compared to the ohmic energy dissipation8 .
reactions6 .7 '8 . However, the complexities associated to - Hall effects are not included because of the the weak
the solution of finite rate, chemically reacting flows of self-induced magnetic field due to the low level of electric
multicomponent gases, and the large amount of current in the thruster.
computer time required, have limited the application of - the flow is in thermodynamic equilibrium and
these models to pure propellants like H2 ,N2 , He or Ar, chemically frozen. A chemical equilibrium routine,
thereby preventing the investigation of composite already developed and tested, will be integrated with the
propellants such as, for example, hydrazine, currently flow solver very soon. Although important non-
employed in low power arcjets. equilibrium chemistry effects may take place in the

This paper describes a model developed at region of the flow dominated by the electric arc, the
CENTROSPAZIO for the analysis of the gas flow chemical equilibrium assumption is necessary to
patterns in a low power, axisymmetric arcjet thruster simulate the flow of hydrazine, due to the high number
employing hydrazine as a propellant. In order to keep of species generated by hydrazine dissociation and
the amount of CPU time required at an acceptable level, ionization. Thus, the flow of a single species having a
the gas mixture deriving from hydrazine decomposition molecular weight M=10 and a specific heat ratio y=10,
has been assumed to be in thermodynamic equilibrium which represent average values of the gas mixture, is
but chemically frozen. Also, electromagnetic effects are considered.
taken into account through a suitable source term in the The governing equations are represented by the
energy equation, without solving any specific field following set of axisymmetric Navier-Stokes equations,
equation. The present model is intented as a first step written in non-dimensional, conservative form:
toward the development of a more complex and
sophisticated computational model including the effects
of non-equilibrium chemistry and a more detailed dp (pu) (pv) pv0 (1)
description of the electromagnetic field and electric arc d t dx dr r
effects. However, despite its relative simplicity, the
present model is believed to provide already useful
indications about the structure of the flow and the d(pu) 9 2 p (u + v1 p du
performance of a low power hydrazine arcjet thruster. dt + Re x r+  2 Re +pS3 Re dx dr r Re dx

9+- -p du +
Model dr Re dx dr )J

Governing equations +1 puv - +- )j=0 (2)
The physical processes taking place in an r Re x drx

electrothermal arcjet thruster are very complex in nature,
due to the interactions between flow field, chemical
reactions and electromagnetic effects. In this study, the d(pv)+ d \ .(ov +du
following assumptions on the structure of the flow and dt dx Re dx dr +

on the physical phenomena occurring in the thruster are 2 p du +v v p idv
made in order to simplify the numerical simulation to an + - PV + +-e - ++ - 2 +

acceptable level: dr[ 3 Re dx dr r) Re dr
acceptable level:
- an axisymmetric, laminar, compressible, heat +1 2 _ (dv v' = 0
conducting, viscous flow is considered. Variations in the r Re d r r (3)
azimuthal direction are neglected and the corresponding
velocity component is assumed to be zero.

-ohmic heating due to the electric arc is modeled d(pe)+ d k T
through a heat source term in the energy equation. No a dx Re M'Pr(yo - ) dx
governing equation for the electromagnetic field is
solved, therefore renouncing a detailed description of the +- pve - Re Pr + pr
structure of the arc and its reattachment to the anode dr Re MPr(y, - 1 ) dr r

wall.
- a single fluid approach is adopted, and an electron
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+ fp-+-+ 2 -u dv v2 The viscosity coefficient is obtained from 9:

----- (7)+- -+--
+2 + J+RJib +  + +

-dr r Re 1.. d3 dr r N

2I.L-X2' N ' (7)

Srr dr x j -i=1

1 k - T Q = 0 where n represents the number density, My is a
r Re M (Pr(yo -1) dr a'oPoUo (4) parameter related to the species reduced masses and

collision cross-sections, and ip indicates the viscosity
where Q is the source term representing the Joule coefficient of the i-th pure species, given by:
electric dissipation.

In addition to the four differential equations above, pi = m,;n"tC (8)
two more relationships are necessary in order to have a
well-posed mathematical problem. These additional in which 1t indicates the mean free path and C the mean
equations are derived from the relations existing between molecular velocity.
the thermodynamic variables, i.e. from the equations of For the thermal conductivity, the energy transfer
state. The local state of a simple thermodynamic between particles is assumed to occur through both a
system, assuming that the chemical composition is not collisional mechanism and a diffusive mechanism. The
changing as a result of diffusion phenomena or non- collisional contribution is treated differently depending
equilibrium finite rate chemical reactions, is determined on whether heavy particle or electron collisions are
by any two independent thermodynamic variables. In considered. An expression like the one employed in Eq.
this case, then the equations of state have the form: (7) for viscosity is adopted for the heavy particle

collisional term, in which the thermal conductivity of a
p=pRT ; e=c,T (5) pure species is given by9 :

where, for simplicity, R and c, are assumed to stay -
constant. k = - kn i I (9)

Transport properties
Due to the multi-component nature of the hydrazine wherey, is the specific heats ratio for the i-th species

gas mixture and the high temperatures involved in arcjet and the second term in square brackets is the Eucken
operation, rather complicated equations for the transport correction for molecule rotation and vibration. As far as
properties are required. A transport coefficient the electron collisions are concerned, the following
formulation based on collision cross-sections was equation, valid for fully ionized gases, is employed:
adopted 9 . The chemical equilibrium composition of the
hydrazine mixture was calculated using the chemistry 64JE2k, (2kT)
solver, this composition and the flow temperature are k, = 0.236 e 44-k (10)
required to compute the transport properties. e .- In A

The electrical conductivity, a, is assumed to be a
scalar quantity. Under the assumption that the gas The diffusive contribution to the energy transfer can be

mixture is composed by Lorenztian particles, i.e. that the expressed as 10 :

electrical conductivity only depends on the electrons, and
that heavy particles and electrons are in thermal , n_ dy,k - n -_D, MH (11)
equilibrium (T = T,), the electrical conductivity can be iB =1 P dP
expressed as 9 :

where n,, represents the molar number density of the
32J:2 0(2kT)'( mixture, D, the multi-component diffusion coefficient,

a = 0.528 e2 m, ln (6) M, the molecular weight of species j, H, the molar

enthalpy of species i, and y, indicates the i-th molar
fraction.

where et is the vacuum electric permissivity. T the
local gas temperature, k, the Boltzmann constant, e and Electrical model
m, the electric charge and mass of the electron, A detailed simulation of the electromagnetic
respectively, and A is the ratio of the Debye length to phenomena occurring in an arcjet thruster requires the
the impact parameter for a 900 scattering of an average modeling of quite complex physical processes as arc

particle, formation and anode reattachment, ohmic heating,
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collisional energy transfer between electrons and heavy equations. In order to ensure stability for the explicit
particles, and anode and cathode sheaths. Some of these scheme, the time step is calculated from an approximate
effects can be modeled through the solution of a stability criterion derived by MacCormack and
differential equation for the electric field; in the present Baldwin 12 , and is then multiplied by an empirical factor,
model, however, the following simpler approach was usually referred to as the "Courant number", to account
adopted. Ohmic heating, which represents the main for the effects of non-linearities.
energy source and therefore has strong effects on the fluid A fourth order damping scheme has been introduced
flow, is modeled through an algebraic source term in the to improve convergence and eliminate possible
energy equation. This term, representing the Joule oscillations which may be present in the flow variables
electric dissipation due to the electric arc, can be written even when convergence is attained. The smoothing
as: scheme of Kuruvila and Anderson 13 , involving terms for

both pressure and temperature oscillations, has been
Q= E. j (12) adopted. In addition to the numerical dissipation term, a

time smoothing technique has been employed to enhance
where E indicates the electric field and j the current the elimination of high frequency oscillations which may
density. By making the assumption that the electrical occur in the subsonic region of the flow. As indicated
conductivity is a scalar quantity and that the electric field by Cline 14 , a weighted average of the old solution at
is parallel to the thruster centerline and is constant on a time t and the new solution at a later time t + At is
cross-section of the thruster (which is approximately true taken, with the weights being empirical coefficients; the
inside the constrictor), it can be easily shown that the time interval At indicates the amount of time elapsed
heat production term can be written as: during a certain number n of iterations.

The governing equations are solved directly in the
oa2 physical space using the technique developed by Viviand

Q= (13) and Veuillotl 5 , in which the derivatives are
dA} approximated through suitable operators to account for

the non-uniformity of the grid; this avoids the need of
where A indicates the cross-sectional area. the transformation of the governing equations into a

This source term is considered only inside the computational space, making the solution procedure
constrictor; in the divegent part of the nozzle the effects somewhat simpler.
of the electric arc are neglected and a is simply set equal
to zero. Boundary conditions

Appropriate boundary conditions must be specified
on the boundary of the domain, along with a suitable

Numerical method initial condition, in order to obtain the solution to a
particular problem. In this work, the following

Integration technique boundary conditions were adopted.
The electrothermal thruster considered in this work is At the inlet boundary, the gas is assumed to enter

the MOD-A radiatively cooled, low power arcjet the domain axially (v=O) and with no velocity
developed at CENTROSPAZIO, which employs component in the azimuthal direction. Since the nozzle
simulated hydrazine as a propellant. A schematic of the is chocked in the cases of interest, only three flow
thruster is shown in Fig. 1. The inlet boundary of the variables can independently be assigned at the inlet. The
physical domain is taken somewhat upstream of the mass flow rate and the gas temperature are specified,
thruster convergent section. The main geometrical while the gas density is obtained from the continuity
characteristics of this thruster are indicated in Tab. 1. equation applied at the boundary using a downwind finite
The computational grid adopted for the numerical difference scheme. The axial component of velocity is
solution of the governing equations is shown in Fig. 2; then derived from the known mass flow rate, density and

165 points in the axial direction and 55 points in the inlet area, and the pressure from the equation of state.

radial direction were employed. The outflow boundary is represented by the exit

The method adopted for the numerical integration of cross-section of the nozzle, therefore the fow at this
surface is supersonic except for a thin region occupied bythe conservation equations is MacCormack's finite- surface s for a thn re n

techn 1. Te the subsonic portion of the boundary layer. Hence, the
difference, explicit, predictor-corrector values of the flow variables at this boundary cannot be

solution is marched in time until convergence to a steady arbitrarily specified, but are obtained by linear
state is achieved. This numerical scheme is second order extrapolation from the values at the two preceeding inner
accurate in both time and space, and has been widely points.
employed in a large variety of problems requiring the For the nodes downstream of the cathode tip on the
solution to the full, compressible Navier-Stokes thruster centerline, a symmetry boundary condition is
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applied simply by setting the radial component of shock is smeared over a certain number of grid points.

velocity, v, equal to zero and imposing a zero radial The oblique shock, which originates at the divergent

gradient for the remaining flow variables, entrance wall because of a discontinuity in the curvature

At both anode and cathode walls a viscous no-slip of the nozzle contour, is clearly detected in the Mach

condition is applied, u=v=0. The pressure is derived number contour plot of Fig.4.
from the condition of zero normal pressure gradient: Then, the model has been applied to the simulation

of the flow in the MOD-A low power arcjet thruster

0AP shown in Fig. 1, operating with simulated hydrazine.
= 0 First, a cold flow case (no electric arc) was investigated;

gas temperature and a Mach number contour plots are

which is obtained from a boundary layer approximation shown in Fig. 5 and 6, respectively. The flow

for relatively high Reynolds numbers. For the characteristics are very similar to those observed in a

temperature boundary condition, both anode and cathode conventional nozzle, with the M=l line located near the

walls were assumed to be adiabatic: constrictor exit The specific impulse calculated in this
case is 1,=107 sec., which is in very good agreement
with the value of 113 sec. achieved experimentally.

=0 Then, the operation of the low power arcjet at a current
S|, level of 10 Amp. and at two different mass flow rates,

200 and 300 mg/sec., was simulated. The results for the
density and internal energy are then derived from the h=200 mg/sec. case are illustrated in the following.
equations of state. The results for the other case are quite similar.

As far as the initial condition is concerned, the Temperature contour lines are shown in Fig. 7; the
isoentropic one-dimensional flow approximation has temperature remains fearly constant in the convergent
been adopted, with the radial component of velocity region, and increases drastically inside the constrictor
having a linear distribution along radial lines such to because of the high energy input into the flow through
make the velocity vector parallel to the centerline/cathode ohmic dissipation; as the flow enters the divergent
wall at one end and to the anode wall at the other end. nozzle, the temperature drops rapidly as a consequence of

the gas expansion. A comparison of Fig. 5 and Fig. 7
clearly indicates the effects of the Joule dissipation due to

Results the electric arc on the flow field. Fig. 8 shows an
enlargment of the region around the constrictor; the

In this initial phase of development of the computer temperature contour lines are clustered near the
program, in order to check its capability to simulate centerline, clearly indicating the hot flow core in the
complex flow fields with the desired accuracy, a code constrictor and the colder flow in the outer region; also,
validation has been carried out by comparing computed it should be noted that the lines are almost parallel to the
results with theoretical and experimental data for different thruster axis of symmetry, suggesting that the flow
flow cases of increasing difficulty. In particular, the conditions are approximately isothermal inside the
supersonic flow over a flat plate at zero angle of attack constrictor, as commonly assumed.
and the flow through a convergent-divergent nozzle have A Mach number contour plot is shown in Fig. 9;
been simulated. For the flow past a flat plate, the Fig. 10 illustrates a static pressure contour plot,
calculated axial velocity profile and temperature profile in showing that the gas pressure is nearly constant in the
the boundary layer compared favourably to the velocity radial direction. Axial velocity contours are shown in
profile of Allen and Cheng 16 and the temperature profile Fig. 11; a strong acceleration takes place in the low
obtained from Crocco's energy integral for an isothermal density region of the electric arc, and rather high
wall. The convergent-divergent nozzle, which closely velocities are attained near the centerline, while the flow
resembles the geometry of an arcjet, has a converging speed remains fairly low close to the anode wall.
half-angle of 450, a circular arc throat and a diverging Figs. 12-14 show the radial distribution of the main
conical section with a half-angle of 150. Numerical flow variables at the inlet and exit of the constrictor.
results are in good agreement with experimental data Mach number profiles are shown in Fig. 12; it should be
obtained in cold flow tests by Back and Cuffel 17 . In noted that the value M=1 is attained in the proximity of
Fig. 3, the calculated Mach number distribution along the anode wall. The static temperature distributions are
the nozzle centerline is compared with the experimental illustrated in Fig. 13, clearly revealing the strong radial
results. In particular, the location of the oblique shock gradients inside the constrictor; again, this plot seems to
reflection at the nozzle axis is reproduced with good indicate that, except for a certain temperature increase
accuracy, while a small discrepancy is observed in the near the centerline at the constrictor exit, the flow is
shock intensity, which is most likely due to the fact that isothermal with a good approximation. Axial velocity
the grid becomes coarser toward the nozzle exit and the profiles are shown in Fig 14, which indicates the high
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constrictor constrictor anode inlet cathode nozzle area divergent convergent cathod
length diameter diameter diameter ratio half-angle half-angle half-angle

(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

0.45 0.9 6.0 3.0 113 200 450 300

Tab. 1. Geometrical characteristics of CENTROSPAZIO, MOD-A arcjet.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of arcjet thruste-r.
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Fig. 4. Mach number contour plot.
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Fig. 5. Gas temperature contours; cold flow case.

Fig. 6. Mach number contours; cold flow case.
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Fig. 7. Gas temperature contours; case ofl=10 Ampere, m=200 mg/sec.

Fig. 8. Gas temperature contours; case of 1=10 Ampere, rm=20 0 mg/sec.

Enlargement of constrictor region.
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Fig. 9. Mach number contours; case of =10 Ampere, m=2 00 mg/sec.

Fig. 10. Gas pressure contourst; case of I=10 Ampere, m=200 mg/sec.

Fig. 11. Axial velocity contours; case of 1=10 Ampere, th= 200 mg/sec.
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Fig. 12. Mach number radial profile at constrictor inlet and constrictor exit.
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Fig. 13. Temperature radial profile at constrictor inlet and constrictor exit
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Fig. 14. Axial velocityr radial profile at constrictor inlet and constrictor exit
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Fig. 14. Axial velocityr radial profile at constrictor inlet and constrictor exit
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